[The importance of the I-colic time in colorectal cancer with synchronous hepatic metastases. Specifics of surgical strategy].
This paper proposes the presentation of a decision-making algorithm in colorectal cancer with synchronous hepatic metastases, as stressing the importance of I-colic time in obtaining the R0 desideratum. There is no worldwide consensus regarding the surgical attitude in metastatic colorectal cancer. There are some predominantly conservative attitudes which use stenting and neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by periodical re-evaluation or more aggressive surgical treatment. In the pertinent literature, emphasis is on surgery in two stages, on the separation of the colic stage from the hepatic one, the majority proposing stage one cholic and stage two hepatic, thus there are also situations in which the liver may be dealt with from the first intention. We propose to present, taking the examples from clinical cases, the main techniques of dealing with the cases of metastatic colorectal cancer, stressing personal attitude: aggressive surgery in a short step, which is either radical or creates the conditions for a step II radical one. In our vision the liver is the key to the surgical treatment in metastatic colorectal cancer and we must take into account from the first step through interventions with radical intent any time it is possible or through other operations: ligature of portal branch, partial hepatectomies, unilateral local destruction, preparing the way to radical step II.